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CHAPTER I

STATllMENT OF THE PROBLEM
It is the purpose of this study to find the relationship between reasoning ability and personal adjustment.

As a result of the studies of Spearman.

Alexander, and Thurstone, reasoning ability is now recognized as one aspect
of intelligences factor analysis makes it possible to isolate and quantify a
reasoning factor.

"Reasoning", Ruch states, "is a characteristic differ-

entiating man from other creatures. II

1

Maher has expressed it more descript-

ively for our purposes when he writes that reasoning is "that operation by
which we den ve a new judgment from some other judgment or judgments previously known."

2

Specifically our purpose is to discover whether "over deductiveness" is
associated with poorer adjustment, if the "intellectualizer" is less able to
adjust satisfactorily than his opposite number who reasons in an inductive
way.

Deductive reasoning, or syllogistiC reasoning, as an act of intellig:ence
has long been accepted as a high form of intellectual activity. We know from

1

Ruch, Floyd B., Paychologz

~

f!:!!,

2

Scott, Foresman, New York, 1937.

Maher, M., P;lChOlO gy: Empirical and Rational, Longmans, Green & Co.,
London, 1919, p. ~.
1

2

studies ot Terman and Merrill, and Wechsler, to cite but a few of the better
close~

known and more significant sources, that the deductive process 1s
allied with intelligence.

As tested, the ability to reason deductively varies

significantly with age, taking time to mature.

Most writers would agree that

while it seems to be parallel with intelligence, it is mB.1'li1 years behind. it
in developnent.

One of the

baSEIS

on which this study is undertaken is that

the relationship between deductiveness and adjustment will also shift with
age.

Hence our plan to test age differences as a secondary hypothesis.
Perfection of the form of deduction is attributable to Aristotle; and.

from his time forward, man's interest in logic has been largely with the
discipline per se. Morgan and Morgan state that "psychology seems to be
under the delusion that logical reasoning is confined to the syllogism, a
view which has long been abandoned by the logicians themselves."
this statement, they quote Prof.
mental Psychology, p. 806,

Q.

To support

A. Mi.ller in Steven's Handbook

2!.

E:tPeri-

"The fact is that logic is a formal system just

as arithmetic is a formal system, and to expect untrained subjects to think
logic&l~

is much the same as to expect preschool children to know the multi-

plication table_H)
Only rarely have al'li1 studies been made of the deductive thinking process.

Wherever such research is recorded, however, the studies are, says Woodworth,
of two kinds:

.3

Morgan, W., and A. B. Morgan, "Logical Reasoning! With and Without
Training", Journal 2! Applied Psychology, 1953, 37, p. 399.

a.

"investigations of children's ability to do
deduct:i.ve thinking. and

b.

studies tending to ana~ze the process itself,
to break it down, to question its va1idity.n4

Koffka, in his introduction to Dunckerts book, offers two reasons for
the scant concern that has been shown by psychologists about the thought
processes. it is possible that many believe thinking is not a subject matter
wi th any specifio charaoteristics of its own; or, as psychologists we like

our experimental procedures so much that a subject matter to which these
procedures oannot easily be applied has 11 tt1e chance of arousing our
interest.'
At the present time, however, there is evidence of a "revival" in
theories of cognitive processes as a means whereby man achieves, retains, and
transforms information.

This revival has been stimulated in no small measure

b7 the arresting changes in personality theory over a long period of time.
At first personality theorists were interested in cognitive activit)r only

when and to the degree that it gaTe them 8001e information about how "rational"
processes could become subjected to "drives" and "defenses". With the appearance and acceptance of psychoanalysis and ego psychology, the "s.ynthet!c
functions" of the ego become more and more demanding of study and understanding.

4

Woodworth, R., Experimental Psycholog, Henry Holt lit Co., 1938.

no.

'Duncker, K., "On Problem Solving, It Psychological Monographs, 194" 58,
whole no. 270, p. iii.

5,

4
Most of the earlier studies of thinking proceeded from the

p~chopatho-

logical aspect, and, indeed, the majority of those conducted in more recent
times haTe the clinic or a clinical hypothesis as a starting point.
acoepted that the intaot,

hea1t~

It is

person can organize his perceived environ-

ment and reorganize it to satisfy his needs.

Goldstein, a German neurologist,

approached the PS1chopathology of thought from. a Gestalt point of view, finding the associationistic concept of reflexes inadequate to explain or even to
describe the symptoms of war Teterans with head injuries.

The troubles of

these patients he said consisted not of isolated traits, but in coming to
terms vi th the total environment.

The brain-injured patient, as compared

with the healthy person described above, was bound to one view of his situa..
tion and task..

His brain injury resulted in a fixed, conorete attitude

towards the materials at hand, in organizing them one way, or adopting
another attitude and organizing them another way.

In the behavior of these

persons there was no evidence of the normal person's capacity for abstract
thinking, tor shifting fram one approach to another.

With his students,

Goldstein devised tests of concrete and abstract thinking that have been
widely used in psychological clinics.
Ach of the WUrzburg school developed tests of concept formation or
abstract thinking.

These were followed by tests of Vigotsk,y,

Hanfmann- Kasanin' s revision

~got8ky,

or the Vigotsky block test.

7

6

and Weigl, and

This latter was

J., "Thought and Speech, II Pqchiatry, 1939, 2, 29-54.

7Hanfmann, E. M. and J. lasamn, "A Method for the study of Concept
Fonnation", Journal

£!

Psycho1oq, 1937, 3, 521-540.

developed to check

Vigots~ts

contention that the essence of schizophrenic

disorders lies in a loss of ability to think in abstract conceptionsJ that
these patients regress to a more pr1m:itive level where objects are not viewed
under general categories but are seen

mere~

as individuals.

This represents

an extension of Goldstein's position reached from his study of brain injunes.
The most important contribution of these theorists is that a reduction in the
level of conceptual thinking occurs in some schizophrenics but is lacking in
others.

8

V1gots~

made a simple division of thinking into conceptual and

concrete (complex) thinking.

Bantmann and lasanin developed three levels.

Moreover, they cannot agree with Vigotsky that conceptual thinking is a
possession of every normal adult.

Vigotslcy, following Piaget and Goldstein ..

9

and Gelb and Goldstein on the basis of results attained with the .leh-Sakharo
test, concluded that children before puberty are confined to concrete com10
plexes and only after puberty develop genuine abstraction.
Professional people worldng with the mentally disturbed report that more
and more information is necessary about the dynamics of abnormal behavior in
all of its manifestations sinoe MatV' of the behavior disorders involve
intellect_I functions.

8

Studies of set, ethnocentrism, and rigid! ty

E.,

Hanfmann,
and Kasanin, J., "Conceptual Thinking in Schizophrenia If ..
Nervous Mental Disease MonograFh, 1942, no. 61.
9

Goldstein, K., and Scheerer, M., "Abstract and Concrete Behavior,"
Monographs, 1941, 53, No.2 .. Whole No. 239.
10
Vigots~, J., "Thought in Schizophrenia, " Archives of Neurology and
PsyChiatry, 1934, 31, 1063-1077.
- P~chological

6
conducted by Luchins, Frankl-Brunswick, and Rokea.ch imply a relationship
between the kind and degree of reasoning ability and attitude.

Banfmann and

Kasanin have reported marked differences on their test in the performance ot
11
schizophrenics, normals, and cases of organic damage.
Possibly as a result of this heightened interest and activity in clinical psychology there is a marked curiosity about the way people use their
intelligence.

Growing out of studies of personality are the concept tonna..

12
13
14
tion tests cited above, and tests by luo,
and Hull,
Moore, RobiIS
16
11
taille,
thurstone,
and Eggert have developed tests to measure abili't7

lluanfmann, E., and Kasanin, J., "A Method for the Study ot Concept
'ormation, n Journal 2!. Psycholog, 3, 1931.
l2
tuo, z. Y., "A Behavioristic Experiment on Inductive Inference,"
Journal .2! !:perimental PSlchololg, 1923, 6.
13 I
HUll, C., "Quantitative Aspects of the Evolution of Concepts,"
P!lchological MonOgraphs, No. 12), 1920.

14Moore ,

T. V., "the Reasoning Abi:li ty of Children in the First Years

ot School Ufe, n Studies in

P!lChOlo~ and P?Chiat17, Catholic University
ot America, Baltilriore, frTno. 2, ApJ.092 •

1;Robitaille,

H. J., "The DeTelopment of a Test for Reasoning Ability
and Its Applioation to Students Majoring in Scienoe, Classics, and Commercial Courses,"studies in PSYChol0!j and p1:Ch1at17, Catholic University of
Amerioa, Baltimore, vr-;-no:;j, Sap ember, 943.

16
Thurstone, L. L., "Primar;r Mental Abilities, Psychometrio Monopph,
no. 1, Chicago, University ot Chioago Press, 1938.
17
Eggert

1
to think deductively.

Burack

18

has investigated the nature and efficiency

of methods used in solving reasoning problems.

One of the more recent outcomes of studies such as these is the increasing interest in the relationship between reasoning ability and perception and
of perception and personality.

'What Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin call "the

'new look' in perception" began by trying to seek out manifestations of
autism in perceiving.

This was soon changed into a search for links between

general laws of perception and cognition on one side, and general laws of
personality functioning on the other.

Bruner and his co-workers have

reported the results of their five year research project in Cognition at the
Laboratory of Social Relations at Harvard University..

They are among that

group in psychology who are "seeking to describe what happens when an intel-

ligent human being attempts to sort the environment into significant classes
so that he may end by treating discriminably different things as equiva-

1ents • "19
Possibly at no other time in the histor,r of psychology has there been
sO much curiosity shown by so many about the problem of personal adjustment
as we witness it today.

Surprisingly enough, this interest is not confined

to the psychological clinic, the therapist's consulting room, or the experimental laboratory.

18

Burack, B., "The Nature and EffiCiency of Methods of Attack on Reasoning Problems," Psychological Monographs, no. 313, 1950.

19

Bruner, J., Goodnow, J., and Austin, G.,
York, Wiley, 1951.

!

StUdy

2!.

Thinld~J New

8
That the Mental Health movement is in large measure responsible for
articulating desirable and workable goals of personal adjustment in terms and
concepts understandable to the average layman goes without saying.

Todayls

adults and young adults have become remarkably sophisticated and frequently
glib in their knowledge of what constitutes "good" personal adjustment.

This

is not to imply that the ratio of such good adjustment to knowledge of it is
in direct proportion.

On the contrary, a tremendous amount of work remains .

to be done before there is a satisfaetor,y balance.

All of this is, however,

but further evidence of the fact that there is almost teeming activity in
the psychological research bein!! done in this area, with the output and feedback of information proceeding at a heartening, awesome, and truly extraordinary rate.

CIfAPTER II
REV! EW OF THE U 'fER! TURE

In the introduction to his Org!1nization

~

Patholoa

2!

Thou¥ht

Rapaport states that while psychology has become "much concerned with motivation and personality, it has paid little attention to the mediation-processes
through which 'personality structure t and 'motivation' translate themselves
into action or, more broadly, behavior." In a wider sense, thought processes
have been little studied, and even in the field of memory, he continues,
where the role of motivation and personality has been more

consistent~

studied than in other fields of thought-organization, the investigations have
not persisted to the point of conclusive results.

I n seeking reasons, he

suggests as did Koffka cited above, that the reasons for this regrettable
situation 11e partly in the subtlety of the processes in question, which def,y
the method of exploration used, and partly in the laok of a comprehensive
theoretical framework.

Wbile in the last few years the relation of percep-

tion to motivation and personality has been shifting closer to the center of
attention, he comments that even there the mediation-processes have been
"little regarded."
Tracing

~urther

such manifestations of interest in the thought processes

as were to be found, he states that even in clinical psychological testing,
which obviously deals

ft~th

thought Eroducts, the interest in the thought

processes underlying them was, until recently, minimal.
9

"On the one hand,

10
mechanical conclusions from scores as to nosological categories and traits
and types of personality, and on the other, inferences from thought contents
as to

t~cst,

were and are still accepted practice, in disregard of the

thought processes mediating these oonnections.

The same problem holds in the

work of the clinical psychiatrist", he continues.

''The psychiatric examina-

tion and case history are admirable tools in the hand of the experienced
clinician.

But their limitations are also admittedly great: they use general

characteristics of life history, thought contents, and empathic observations
as the basis for judging

patholo~

and personality.

Yet between the prooesses

t&nned personality and its disorders on the one hand, and obeerva. tional data
on the other, there are mediating thought processes.

The responsibility for

the expression of the personality in observational and test data is not
equa~

shared by all those processes which are subsumed under the construct,

personalitYJ the thought processes bear a greater and more direct share.
These thought processes do not always reveal themselves in contents, nor are
the contents communicated b,y the subject individually characteristic outside
of a certain range.

There is accumulating evidence ••• that to know more about

the individuality of thought we must better understand the fonnal characteristice of thought processes."

1

Rapaport's idea is neither new nor,

consequent~,

startling.

The same

observations have been made by psychologists who have articulated the problem
and, within the lim tations listed by Rapaport, endeavored to do something

1

Rapaport, David, Orsan1zation and Patholo5T of Thought, New York,
Columbia University Press, 1951, L-~
--.

11
construotive about it.

His statement is, nevertheless, the obvious and

oomforting sort of truth that requires no searching or recondite proof"s to
make it credible.

Search of" the literature yields little by canparison with

research in other fields in ps.ychology.
Johnson in his book

!h! PsycholoU 2! Thought

and Judgment, of"fers the

observation that the great bulk of work done in studies of thought bas been
accomplished in recent years.

In tallying references in his text alone, he

finds that from 1950 to the date of his writing (1955), 185 studies had been
published. having to do with the thought processes.

In the preceding ten-year

interval there were )05 studies reported; and a gradual increase in the numbers of these studies is traced f"rom the meager two whioh were reported in
the interval 1890-1899.

2

Morgan and Morgan in 195.3 wrote that on their "careful search of the
literature since 1927" they found twenty-one references to studies of logical
reasoning; and they allude to their "generous interpretation" of which oonstitutes an experimental study • .'3 At the University of Hawaii students in a
graduate seminar compiled a bibliographical listing of psychological research
having- to do with "Inductive and Deduotive Prooesses".

They list some two

hundred and fifty souroes, and state that the list "is oriented as directly
as available sources permit to the study of" inductive and deduotive behavior

2

Johnson, D.M., The PsychololQ'" of" Thought and Judgment, Jew York,
Harper's Bros., 1955,Tx.
.'3

Morgan, W., and Morgan, A., Ope cit.

12

in human thinking".

4 The sources are classified 1n nine categories and

inclusion in these is, they admit, in some instances arbitrary_

They state

as their aim in this compilation "the identification of the literature concerned with inductive and deductive behavior, to focus on possible distinctiona between them, and to provide a basis for further research.
In accUlllulating pertinent research for this study, it has been necessa1'1
to limit its scope.

Proceeding from an admission of "perception" as a neces-

sary starting point, we have then considered such related studies as dealt
with motivation, set-rigidity as they are seen as facets of personality,
representative studies in the pathology of

thou~ht

and reasoning, and,

finally, the inductive and deducti va methods as means of exploring reasoning
ability.
In any consideration of the reasoning processes we are confronted with
the interesting fact that studies of this subject have expanded considerably
and remarkably in their scope fran the earliest attempts in this direction.
In the same way that we can trace an increase in number of studies of personality and the expansion of the concept "personality" to include the phenomena
of perception, need-and-drive-states, and individual differences, so too, in
the literature of the thought processes we see the subject expanding fram
the typical and, in a sense, classical studies of Heidbreder, Woodworth, and
Hull for example, to include the more recent ones at Harvard, McGill and

4nrnductive and Deductive Processes. A Bibliographical Listing for
Psychological Research", Compiled by the Uni versi ty of Hawaii Graduate
Seminar, 19,8.

13
The UD1versit,y of Southern California.
It has been said that if there were no natural tendency for man to
divide the world up into concepts, he would have to invent one. We accept
the fact that man has the ability to categorize, to "render discrim1nably
different objects equivalent, n to group objects, events, and people around
him into classes, and to respond to them as members of a given class rather
than as unique entities.
cate~or1zing

We attribute to him "cognitive motivation" or

motives which, we say, are man's attempt to reduce his environ-

ment from a complexity of unordered events to a simplicity of ordered groups.
Studies have shown that these cognitive motives do exist, and in the thinking
of different investigators the,y are conceived with slight differences.

Thus,

Tolman posits a "plaoing need", Bilgard offers two goals of perception,
clarity and stability, and Woodworth describes a "will to perceive".
To a degree these theories have been satisfactory as describing man's
cognitive needs, but within the past decade there has been evidence that the.y
are not sufficient, and that the theory must go beyond these basic conceptiona.
We know that man acquires concepts either by simple learning, by complex
6
learning-problem solving-, or by a combination of these. HullS and KUO t s
experiments indicate that simple conoepts are simply and gradually acquired.
Concepts on a higher level of abstraction depend less on practice and memor,r

sBull,

'

C. L., Ope cit.

6
Kuo, Z. Y., OPe cit.

and, as in the case of Heidbreder's persistent investigations in this area,
become more a matter of "pure" discoveI7o 7
In trying to learn how a person discovers a principle that allows him
to solve a problem we find that his activity varies between the production
of hypotheses and the testing of them.

Heidbreder's earliest study described

the difference between participant behavior and spectator behavior.

She

included in the first category the active testing of hypotheses, and in the
second, where there was scarcely aDT overt activity, the production of successful bJpotheses. I t has been suggested that probab:q both kinds of action
cannot be produced simultaneously, but research in the area of "incubation"

ot thought is scarce.
Postman and Bruner, investigating the operation of perception under
stressful conditions, found that categorizing or identifying behavior varies
from behavior under normal perceptual conditions.

In their experiments, when

the completion of categorizing was blocked by the introduction of almost
impossible viewing conditions, "reckless" identification behavior was produoed on subsequent opportunities for perceiving. It is described as
"reokless" because abortive identification occurred in the absence of ade8
quate cues.
wyatt and Campbell studying similar situations found that the result 1s

7Seidbreder, E., "An Experimental study of Thinking", Archives of
PSlcholoS[, 1924, no. 13.
-Bpostman, L., and Bruner,
Review, LV, 1948, 314-323.

J.,

"Perception Under Stress," P!lchological

1,

to "saddle" the perceiver with an inappropriate categorization which must
then be dis confirmed by subsequent stimulation before "correct" recognition
can ooour. 9
In this respect, Allport's postulation of "directive state" theories
of cognition was one means of stimulating research on the relationship
10
between need-states and perceptual selectivity.
Thus, as a related phenamenon we find that

scarce~

any theory of personality today of allT significance

whatever proceeds without explioi t reference to and dependence on psychological concepts of perception.
Studies at MCGill University have been conducted to discover the consequence of perceptual deprivation. They

systematica~

studied the "Placing"

need deprivation, barring Subjects from perception of the normally rich
world of objects.

This condition appeared to have the effect of disrupting

the smooth, ordered flow of cognitive activities which are normal1,y present
in problem solving. It is suggested that the condition may have the effect
of disrupting even normal constancy prooesses basic to the perception and
11
reoognition of objects.
Cllmarlng his many previous studies of thinking, Bruner, in oonjunction
with Goodnow and Austin, has published the outcome of their extensive Harvard

9Wyatt, D., and Campbell, D. T., "On The Liability of Stereotype or
HYPothesis", Journal of Abnormal and Social Psycho10gy,XL, 19S1, 496-,00.
10
Allport, F. H., Theories E! Perception ~ ~ Concept .2! Structure,
Hew York, Wiley, 195,.

11

Bexton, W. H., Reron, W., Soott, T., ·'Effects of Decreased Variation
in the Sensory !invironment", Canadian Journal of Psrc:holo~, VIII, 1954,

70-76.

16
research program, fta theoretical and experimental analysis of inferenoe and
thinking." They maintain that in conoept attainment behavior certain conditions have not been adequately investigated: we must ascertain whether a
person is or isn't consciously seeking to attain a concept, the nature of
the concepts he must deal with, and whether he is "set" to do the tasks given
him.

Goldstein suggests that people are differentially set to handle the

events they encounters some seek constantly to fonn conoeptual groupings,
others to deal with events concretely in terms of simple identity categories.
Moreover, we must also work with the person's expectancies conoerning the
nature of the concept with which he must deal.

This involves cultural and

subcultural factors and opens the way for far-reaching investigations and
12
speculation.
Braner and his collaborators also suggest that the "two man game ll
feature in most of our experimental research on the thought processes might
have oonsequences we should explores the Subject in an experiment tends to
define the task as one in which his abilities are under test. Therefore,
an "error" may come to mean something different from and more severe than the
consequenoes preTailing in more pr1'vate oognitive actiTity.

The effect may

be to lead the Subject to play safe in his choice of a hypothesis or in the
instances he chooses for testing.

One countervailing factor may be to make

such a hedgehog strategy less attraotiTe.

12

Bruner, J., Goodnow, F., Austin, G.,

The Subject in approaohing a task

Ope

cit.,

59.

17
may also operate on the assumption that the Experimenter would not have

chosen an easy task for testing his abilities.

So one finds Subjects trying

complicated approaches when easy ones would have served them better, a.nd
admitting it sheepishly after they discover that the task was simpler than
they thought.

They conclude that all factors that have to do with setting

the level of aspiration, situational and personal, will in some measure affect
the definition of a task and in so doing will affeot the objeotives that

go

into the fonning of a behlvior strategy.
Bruner in another study conoeives that categorizing an event as a member
of a class and giving it identit)r involves basically an aot of inference,
but also the

~

inferenoe.

Wfhe more basic the confirmation of a hJPothe-

sis to the carrying out of a goal striving aotivi ty, the greater will be its
strength.

It will be more rea.dily aroused, more easily confirmed, less

readil,y infirmed.

13

Hantmann and Kasanin state that the very core of conceptual thinking is
the "categorical attitude" as termed by Gelb and Goldstein.

They state that

this oonsists in our setting and of our viewing the experimental objects not
as individuals, but as bearers of certain general characteristics, representative of certain categories such as color or shape.

Thus, a Subject who has

this attitude will, if he uses for example color as a basis of classification, exclude all objects of a different color regardless of all other

13Bruner, J., "Personallty Dynamios and the Process of Perceiving", in

Perception,

A~roach

to personal1t!h R. R. Blake and G. V. Ramsey (ED),

lew York, Rona d PresS, 1§51, 121.. 7.

18
similarities or dissimilarities.
They also suggest a second aspect of conceptual thinking, that of
insight into the multiple probabilities of the choice, or into the arbitrariness of the class.

The Subject, as they describe his activity, realizes he

does not know the basis of the classification; that his task consists precisely in finding it by trying different possibilities, and that aI\Y characteristic applicable ••• may be the one sought.
A third aspect, which they believe to be the highest stage in the
development of conceptual thinking, is the consideration of the total system
by the Subject.
~ether

It prompts him to test every general characteristic to see

or not it will yield classes (as in their particular test) and keeps

him from establiShing groups based on different principles and therefore not
mutua~

exclusive.

Their fourth factor, arising from the very nature of their test, is the
actual classification based not on one but two characteristics which in their
combination yield the subclasses. This requirement to combine two characteristics to form a new and less easily defined one is what is meant when the
test is described as a "concept formation test".

This factor seems to

represent a considerable restriction of the possibilities of one type of
non-conceptual solutions.

Concepts to be found are not supported by already

existing simple names which the Subject may have ready at hand.

14

14

Hanf'm.ann, E., and Kasanin, J., "A Method for the Study of Concept
Formation," Journal2! PSlchology, III, 1937, 521-540.

19
In a similar vein, Chant conducted an objective experiment on reasoning
and concluded that there are two well defined methods of reasoning exemplified in his stuqy, the first, the interpretative, where answers are derived
from previously established associations, that are remote from the experimental setting i tsel! • The second is the analytical wherein answers are
derivad b7 comparing cards or cards and answers (as in his experimental
design).

IS

.

Thus, within the experimental setting the first seems to be the

more basic or elementary type, while the second, the analytical, appears to
be largely a product of training.

'l'his is basically in agreement with

Heidbreder's earliest stuqy whioh emphasized the difference between two kinds

ot behavior on the part of the "thinker"t partioipant behavior wherein the
person actively tests his hypothesis, and spectator behavior, wherein the
person performs no obvious activity but is perhaps 'twa! ting thoughtfully",
often prior to the production of a successful hypothesis.

The actual sequence

of the occurrence of these two acts of cognitive behavior is not finnly agreed
upon.

It bas been suggested that the participant phase may have to wait tor

the latter, that the two phases cannot be done simultaneously.
Chant further suggests that the analytical phase is that process which,
by' establis.hing relationships within the experimental setting itself, is

representative of that type of inference which is characteristic of Mil1st
Canons of Induction.

IS

Chant, S.X.F., "An Objective Experiment on Reasoning", American
Journal2!. P!lcholoq, XLV, 1933, 290.
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Allport contends that

ther~

is a basic feature of perception which

though otten approached has never been satisfactorily nor

ful~

explained,

nor considered in sufficient detail by any of the theorists1 the process
whereby one perceives the concrete character of objects and situations, the
meaning that one experiences with respect to one's world.

Whereas percepts

almost always contain an awareness of the identity and characteristics of
what we are perceiving, a meanin, acoompanying the bare sensory experience,
they

frequent~

suggest a oontinui ty with our past experiences, interjecting

a sense or quality of familiarit;y.

We are oontinuously supplementing these

sensory or abstract features of what the thing is that we are perceiving.
Allport suggests that the Gestalt theories seem to fit the situation very
well, but he believes the total answer to the riddle is not to be found
there.

16

Goldstein and Scheerer oite numerous investigations about behavior
changes in abnonnals regarding the question of impairment of "abstract
behavior".

Gelb and Goldstein developed a number of methods for determining

the capacity of brain-injured patients to do color-sorting tasks.

Their

behavior was analyzed and changes in their performance made possible a real
distinction between conorete and abstraot behavior.

They oonclude that

normal persons are capable of both, whereas the abnormal is confined to only
one type, the concrete.

16Allport, F.,

OPe

Abstract and concrete behavior they state, are

cit., 531.
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dependent on two corresponding attitudes psychologically so basic that they
may be regarded as capacity levels of the total personality.

They describe

the concrete attitude as realistic, not implying conscious activity in the
sense of reasoning, awareness, or self-account of one's activity.

11

They list the findings of their stud1 as followsl

a. Some Subjects, adults or children, are able to acquire
correct conceptualized responses, but they are unable
to verbalize the underlying principles of the generalization;
b.

concepts may not neoessarily be conscious;

o.

the formation of the concept is not usually an end in
itself, but, in agreement with Hull's idea, it has
always been a means to an end.

18

One of the outcomes of attempts to categorize people as regards their
ability to do abstract thinking, arrive at generalizations, and derive concepts, is the interpretation of this tested ability in terms of verbal
ability or set.

Studies of set are more gennane to our purpose since set

includes, in addition to a willingness to cooperate, more subtle factors of
a social nature which greatly affect conceptualization, self-criticism,

11

Goldstein, X., and Scheerer, M., "Abstract and Concrete Behavior, An
Experimental Stud1 with Special Tests·, P!lchological Monographs, no. 239,
1941, 1.
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readiness to oommunioate.

For all of these activities norms of rational

behavior have been posited.

In studies with ohildren and psyohiatrio

patients, however, we find that we oannot apply these noms, nor can ve
assume that these Subjeots oan maintain a set long enough to perform the
required test items and report them.

Bence, there has been an effort to find

the qualitative differences between nomals and abnormals regarding oonceptual1zation or abstraot thinking.
Among these is Hunt and Cofer's stud,. whioh indicates that the pathology
of thought in sohizophrenia is largely one of difficult,. in maintaining a
set.

19
Several of the studies whioh have appeared since World War II have had

as their main area of interest set or rigidit,. of thinking as it is seen
operating in normal persons.

While a good deal of mild oontroversy seems to

be lingering in psyoholog,- about the specificity, propriety, and meaningfulness or the tem as used, set as a ooncept is one ve must continue to work
with while the semantio battle continues. Woodworth called it "situation20
and-goal-aet".
We shall for our purposes here define it as a readiness to
make a specified response to a specified stimulus. In man, set may be
thought

or

a8 being unified and oontirmou8, for, although he is affected

continuously by innumerable things in his enviromnent, his behavior is nonetheless integrated.

He is capable of manipulating his environment,

19

Hunt} J. MeV., and Cofer, C. N., "Psychological Deficit", in Person-
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establishing motives, being selective in his perceptions, and integrating
his behavior despite changes in hiMself and his environment. In the experimental situation we explore his behavior for short periods of time with
regard to the aboTe listed characteristics of his behavior, but with particular reference to what we call in experimental terminology "set".

When we sa..,

that a person has a "readiness", we imply that his stimulus-response coordination is prepared in advance of any action he may engage int when the stimulus
is perceiTed, his response will follow.

'1'he Subject is prepared to select

frem the several enviromnental stimuli, a particular one or ones.

Thus, in

its selectivity set implies a need for the person to rule out, neglect, or
inhibit all other possible stimuli and responses.

B,y wa.., of a brief overview, it had been suggested by the WUrzburg school
that the sequenoe waSI first, the setting of the task, then the giving of
instruotions b.., the experimenter, and, through a consoious acceptance of
these, deV'elopment of a task attitude by' the Subject.

There was also

believed to develop the operation of a selective mental trend or "determining
tendencies" which governed the train of oonscious content or response differently than was postulated by the routine laws of association.
Kulpe and Bryan experimented further to determine the effect of set on
perception in an experiment which was thought to involve the process of
"abstraction".

The results suggested that attributes are all that occur in
.

_.--------

the mind at a given moment, that perceptions with different attributes result
from different instructions to the SUbject.

In summing it up Allport states

that "the stream of perception broadens ••• it now includes a predetermining,

24

dynamic component t the attitude of the Subject."

21

Allport seems in agreement with Johnson when he discusses the relationship between motivation and set.

He suggests that "a coercive stimulus

(e.g. hunger) may provide an energic upset in the organ1Sl1l that must be
brought into equilibrium.

These can break through existing sets and bring

about a condition in which the organism frequently acts with a min1mwn of
preparation.

They may also lead later to the establishment of sets of their
22

-

own. Moti'V&tion, in other words, may be a factor that Ues behind set."

Johnson puts 1 t that "in any workable system of concepts set must function at an intermediate level of integration, between the overall motivational pattern and the specific little acts," and he allows for much variation among sets.

23

Glletzkow analyzed the operation of set in problem solving with particular
reference to it as a lim! ting variable of behavior.

He found that there is a

susceptibillty to set as well as an ability to overcome setJ that men and
women are equally susceptible to set although men are significantly more able

to overcome it. As a secondar;y task he studied three tTPes of solutions
assumed to be reproductive, or habitual, with a fourth presumably indicating
produetive thought.

He found no sex differences in stereotypy but some

evidence that men gave more nonbabitual or productive solutions than women.

21
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He also found that "nonsusceptibles" are able to give critical solutions to
problems.

24

Tbistlethwaite

25

found ths.t perl'ormance on a nonsyllogistic test was

affected by the subject matter of the test, anti-negro prejudice.

These

findings support those orwatson, who, in measuring faimindedness by means of
an "inference test", sagely concluded that

~ersons

who have supposed that

human beings when presented with the tfacts in the case t would be led by
those facts to a rational and uni. ted conclusion have been abruptly disillusioned it they have made an;y attempt to verifY this with a group of varied
background and opinion".

26

Dunckel', seeking to discover how the solution arises from the problem
situation, worked with college and university students, giving them various
thinking problems, asking them to think aloud, not introspeot.

He concluded

that the soluti on properties found at first, the \!functional values", always
serve a. a productive reformulation of the original problem, and that therefore, what is really done in

a~

solution of problems consists in formulating

the problem moX'e productively'. In commenting on the experimental aspeots of
the "functional fixedness of solution objects", he regards these as factors
other than personality, which make for the operation of one concept rather

24

Guetzkow, B., "An Analysis of the Operation of Set in Problem Solving
Behav1or", Journal !?!. General P!ycholoq, XLV, 1951, 219-244.

25Tbistlewaite,
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than another in the same individual.

He shows how under certain conditions

once an object has been operated on by a certain concept, it is more difficult for a different concept to operate on that partioular object.

Citing

conditions pertaining in racial or ethnic prejudioes, he il1ustrates how the
peroeption of an individual as a member of a certain group reduoed the number
or strength of cues or information necessary to trigger the operation of con21
cepts associated with that group.
Rokeach worked with the aspect of flexibility in shifting attaok on a
problem.

His study proceeded from existing knowledge of authoritarianism and

ethnocentric people, and was based on the hypothesis that people scoring high
on ethnocentrism would in all likelihood be more rigid in problem solving
situations than low soorers, since "flexibility" and "rigidityn can refer to
personality as well as to intellectual traits.

He found this to be truel

in testing 35 college students who scored high on an ethnocentrism test and

35 who did not, the highly ethnocentrio students solved 2.2 Laohins jar
problems in a rigid way whereas the less ethnocentric group solved 1.4 prob1ems rigidq.

The difference though smal1 was significant.

28

Schroeder and Rotter experimentally created rigidity of a different
degree whiCh would differentially affect performance in a problem solving
task.

They regard rigidity not as a trait or an entity but as a kind of

21
Duncker, op. cit., 8-9.
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Rokeach, M., "The Effect of Perception Time Upon Rigidity and Concreteness of Thinking", Journal of Experimental P!leholo~J IL, 1950, 206216.
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behavior which ca.n be predicted from specific lea.rning experiences.

Rigidity

now seems to be a fairly general source of individual differences in perfonn29
ing certain kinds of tasks, particu1ar~ those involving reasoning.
Research on individual differences in reasoning has been carried on
principally by means of studies in factor analysis.

Burt in a. study with

school children stated that the syllogism was the best singla teat of general
30
intelligence.
This is in agreement with Spearman who has long maintained
that "(}", the general factor found in tests of intelligence functions may be
considered the eduction of relations and correlations.

Tburstone applied the

multiple factor method to the analysis of the correlations between

,1 tests

taken by 250 college students, and the factor called "induction" was identified.

It was best tested

cant for our purposes.

by the number series test, which renders it signifi-

Two other factors not clearly outlined were restriot-

ive thinking or reasoning, and deduction. 31
It is thus possible to trace the extensive use of the inductive and
deductive forms of inference as means of testing reasoning ability_

Although

the preceding studies have purported to show the various ways in which

29Schroeder, H. M., and Rotter, J. B., "Rigidity as Learned Behavior",
Journal ~ Experimental Psycholoq, xnv, 1952, 111-150.
30
Burt, C. J "The Development of Reasoning in School Children", Journal
~! Experimental PedagoSl, V, 1919, 68-11, 121-121.
3lrhurstone, L. L., "Primary Mental Abilities", P!ychometric Monosraph,
No.1, Chicago, Chicago University Press, 1938.
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cognition, perception, and personality are regarded as separate entities and
also their interrelatedness, there has been little or no reference to the
different kinds of reasoning that man uses in his daily life.

The following

studies are exclusively of that ldnd and are in consequence of particular
importance for this study.

Burt,

in his

stu~

cited above, investigating the development of reason-

ing in school children, found that the ability to reason syllOgisticalq
exists at primary school age levels though it is not strlct17 the logistical.
form.

Contrary to the way in which a student of logic would solve such a

probl_ as a syllogism by recalling previOUS similar problems, and reaching

a conclusion without much thought, children MUst attack it

d1fferent~.

MaD¥ -thinkers" report that they do not seek a conclusion direotly', but 1':1.rst
trr to arrange the data into a pattern from which they then read off the
desired conclusion.

The data in the syllOgiSMS were in order, but in solving

them, some dispositions of the data were easier to arrange than others,
requir:l.ng reversal or conversion.

These prooesses take a little effort, and

a problem requiring a oonversion is more difficult than one wherein the
relationships are given in a more straight-forward tom.

.32

Wilkins found that familiarity in the terms of the written syllOgism
renders them easier for college students than syllogisms written in unfamiliar terms but in the same logioal form •

.32
Burt,
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Wilkins, M. C., "The Effect of Changed Material on Abilit,. to Do
Formal Syllogistic ReaSOning", Archives 2!. Psyohology, 1928.
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Holzinger and Harman have not confirmed the separation of inductive and
deductive reasoning.

34 In another investigation factor analysis b.f the

b1factor method of tests of reasoning, deduotion, problem-solving and the
11ke along with other kinds of tests failed to show a group faotor of reasoning at all.

Tests of thinking, on the oontrary, had high loadings on the

general faotor.

The investigators therefore concluded that the general

factor consists largely of reasoning ability.

This is in agreement with

Spearman's claim that ability to handle abstraot relations is at the center
of intelligence.

3,

It is pertinent at this point to consider Johnson's observation about
the strictly inductive and strictly deductive processes as suoh.

"Forming

concepts, principles, and patterns of personality traits may be called
inductive tasks in that the particulars are organized into pattel'llS.
do not observe these cognitive patterns directly;

But we

we test for the pattern b.f

asking the thinker to use it in some particular way, that is, by a deduoti ve
process.

And in reverse, probltmls that a.re called deductive .. e.g., the syl-

lOgism, always inolude an induotive step because the particulars of any problem have to be organized before any oonclusions oan be produced.

I t should

be possible to invent an objeotive method for ola.ssifying logical problema as
predominantly induotive or predcm1nantly deductive 1n respect to the principal

34Bolzinger,

K. J., and Harman, H. H., "Comparison of Two Factor Analyses ", Pszohometrioa, TII, 193 B, 45-60.

3'aOlzinger, K. J., and Swineford, F., A Study in Factor Analysisl The
Stability of Bi-Fa.ctor Solution, UniversitY Ol""1$'iiigo, Supplement to
Educa.tlonarMonograpliS, 10. 48, 1939.
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source of difficulty.

The application of a factor analysis ••• bas not been

completely successful.

At present the distinction between inductive and

deductive problems is made by subjective or logical examination and really
cannot be taken very seriously.
reasoning problema.

Some psychologists call all suoh problems

Some logical problems-and these might plausibly be

called deductive-require the discovery of logioal relations or the rearrangement of logical patterns in such a way that a conclusion can be attained or
36
a question answered."
Undeterred, at any rate until Johnson or someone stimulated by his comments cClUes forth with such an "invention", psychologists continue their
studies into the nature of the reasoning processes, and the characteristics
of 'kood It as opposed to "poor" reasoners.

McNemar in attempting to seek out

this distinguishing feature found that ngood" reasoners were better able to
overcome an experimentally-induced set and were superior on Tburstone t s test
37
of Deduction.
Burack tested 22 undergra.duate stUdents in psychology, using tests of
induction, deduction, and un1.cursal figure problems.

Their performance was

analyzed in terms of the use of nine different methods of attack of the problems.

He found that the extent of use and the potential effioacy of a

particular method of attack varled with the kind of problem involved.

More-

over, the funotion that caused difficulty in one problem might be very easy

36
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in another} and, conversely.

He also discovered that in some cases the fo:mu ...

lation of the problem was 50 obvious that there was no difficulty at this
38
point in any problem.
Blakey made a factor analysis of non-verbal reasoning tests, seeking to
find whether a reasoning faotor could be found in this type of test.

Although

the tests were printed on paper and the instructions were given verbally', the
tests items consisted of forms for oomparison, circles to be marked according
to a $,Vstem, and other objects to be classified and treated following abstract
rules.

He concluded that verbal and nonverbal reasoning have much in oommon.

Be rejected "deduction" as a concept, believing that the subject does not
bave to make his own deductions, but has merely to choose from those given.
He did list in his findings, however, that with regard to the deduction and
induction test findings, within the l1mi tations of the particular tests used

to measure these proces S&S, verbal and non-verbal reasoning have much in
39

common.

In the studies thus far mentioned the underlying aSSWIIPtion has been
that the syllogism as such exemplifies deductive thinking without qualification.

Woodworth states that the 8,Y1logism expressed in letter s,ymbols,

whereb;y extraneous associations are reduced to a minimum, is a useful device

38
Burack,
liThe Nature and Efficacy of Methods of Attack on Reasoning
Problems," Psychological Monograph, 64, np. 313, 1950.
39
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for

ana~zing

iteMS.
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thought processes to a greater degree than can Earne test

Melzer reports his study where the training given to students in a

first course in Formal logic had the effect of raising the IQ sufficiently to
men t inquiry into the advisability' of making this subject a college requirement rather than an elective.

41

Thorndike in an early study about changing data and its effect on reasoning concluded that "any disturbance whatsoeTer in the concrete particular
reasoned about will interfere somewhat with the reasoning making it less correct, or slower, or both."

42

Cit1ng these results as indicating the import-

anee of habit in reasoning, he also defined reasoning as "the organization
and cooperation of habits. It

His results are in agreement with Wilkins'

wherein he concludes that the ability to do syllOgistiC reasoning is much
affected by a change in the material reasoned about.

He found that the

easiest material is the familiar and concrete; that the most difficult is the
unfamiliar (long words).
unfamiliar, and
but not

80

Symbollic rna tenal is almost as difficult as the

su~gestiTe

material is more difficult than the unfamiliar

dU'ficult as the symbollic.

He states, too, that there is a

marked but not too high correlation between success on the r,rllogistic test

40
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he used and suooess on the Thorndike Intelligence Examination.
In 1946 Lefford undertook to

ana~ze

iouslT influenced logical thinking.

43

some of the factors which deleter-

lis study chiefly demonstrated the

effects of verbal stereotypes on s.yllogistic reasoning, and how attitudes and
the factor of set may be modified by this behavior.
syllogisms to two groups of college students.

Ie administered forty

Each of the groups of syllog-

isms was ot the same form and relative difficulty although one group of
twenty concerned controversial issues and the other group non-eontroversial.
The students were asked to judge Whether the conolusions arrived at in the
passages were warranted by the statements given in support of them.
on the controversial-content syllOgisms were low.

Scores

Tbe twenty non-contro-

versi.l-content syllogisms were judged correctly much more frequently than
the pH<ledinggroup.

It would appear fran this that although the subjects

were set for abstract judgments, the,y could nonetheless not help making
arfectiYe judgments.

It was also discovered in this study that the order of

presentation of the two groups bad an effect on the soores of the 8ubjeots:
solving emotionally toned syllogisms first had a deleterious affect on the
results of the subsequent solution of the neutrally toned ones.

4h

This is in agreement with the findings of Woodworth and Sells who
guessed that the judgment of the conclusion of a syllogism depends on the
impression or atmosphere oreated b.Y the premises as well as by the logioal

43
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relations of the premises.

Negative premises set up a negative atmosphereJ

affirmative premises Bet up an affinnative atmosphere and the conclusions in
agreement with the atmosphere thus engendered are likely to be aocepted.

The

Subjects t response to the set was adequate but thq were attending to the
wrong aspects of the stimulus material, to the atmosphere of the premise
rather than to logical relationships.

45

In a similar vein Janis and Frick used syllogisms to test the influence
of affeotive involvement on abstract judgment.

Graduate students with no

formal traimng in logical analysis were given sixteen syllogisms.

two alternate conclusions to choose frem.

They had

Their judgments could be of four

types I agree-valid; disagree-invalid; agree-invalid; disagree-valid.

The

effect of the attitude could be expected to oause the Subjects to judge the
conclunon valid when they agreed with it, and to judge it invalid when they
disagreed with it.

Scorewise, this would increase the proportion of judgments

in the first two of the above categories, and decrease the proportion of
scores in the last two categories.

Even though the Subjects had only two

alternati'Yes to choose from, they were wrong on 23% of the items.

There was

a preponderance of items in the agree-valld and disagree-invalid categories.

4S
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One of the more comprehensive studies of reasoning reported, proceeding
from an interest in factor analysis, is that undertaken by Guilford and his
associates at the University of Southern California.

The.r posited the supposi-

tion that the general reasoning ability might be the ability to manipulate
symbols, to solve problEllls, to define, formulate, or structure given problems,
to test hypotheses, to organize a sequence of logical operations.
reasoning ability might be induction.

A second

The.r further hypothesized about induc-

tion that it is the ability to group a system of relationships in its totality,
or that it is an ability to see trends in a series of objects, or a closure
factor oGmnon to perceptual and symbolic ma tertal.
listed also.

Other hypotheses were

To test these, .34 teats were used, most of which were based on

these brPotheses while others tested well-known reference factors, such as
number taoility and verbal c(IJ1prehension.
The battery 0 f tests was

~ven

to two mill tary samples, 28.3 selected tor

special training on the basis of intelligence test and educational requirements.

The most important factor identified was the general reasoning

factor~

a broad factor in which reasoning about a.rl. thlnetic problems was the chief
defining variable.

Reasoning about spatial or perceptual material was also

stronglT represented.

ReaSOning of a deductive nature, as in syllogisms, was

absent.
A second reasoning factor was identified in a variety of tests, chiefly
in tests of deduotive reasoning,inferences, s.yllog1sms, and false premises.
About this second factor the investigators state reminiscent of Blakey cited
above, that "presumably the chief process in deductive reasoning i8 the
drawing of inferences or conclusions.

But note that the tests which have

36
been used to define the so-called deductive factor have been of the multiplechoice or true-false form.
clusion.

Conclusions are

one is correct.

The examinee does not have to draw his own con~iven

to him and what he must do is to decide which

Deciding about the correctness of a conclusion is a different

process than producing the conclusion.

It is an act of judgment or en.luation.

The criterion of evaluation in these tests is that of logical necessity.
might desoribe this factor as a sensitivity to logical necessity.

We

The name

we have chosen, "logical reasoning", is of broader cormotation to allow for
other and possibly more exact descriptions.

It remains to be seen whether

deduction tests in the form of completion items will give a rise to an additional separate factor !rem this one •••• Perhaps the most interesting out...
come was that tests of syllogisms and the like, which have been considered
t,ypical of reasoning, are not prominent in the general reasoning factor.
Instead tlley" form a factor by' themselves which is not called deduction, •••

47-

but lOgical reasoning."

47Johnson,
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE

The subjects who participated in this study are one hundred male students
at a large technical hi2'h school in Chicago, and one hundred adult students in
the evening division of one of the large universities in the city_
majority of the latter group are graduate students.
hundred adults, twenty are women.

The

Of the total of one

The age difference between the two groups

is a four-year span at the upper limits of the high school group and the
lower limits of the adult group.

Since it was decided as a secondary hypothe-

sis to test the age differential with respect to deductive reasoning abilit,r
the maintell&nce of this age gap was one of the factors which to some extent
determined the selection of the sample groups tested.
The high school group consists of adolescent bays who are in an "honor"

group with respect to their scholastic standing in school.

The professed

interest and enthusiasm of the great majority of the group is science, and
their course pro grams are said to comprise electives in this field almost
exclusivel1'.

Ninety-eight of the young men are in fourth year high school,

69 in the first semester of the fourth year, and 29 in the last semester of
the fourth year.

The two other students are in third year, one in the first

and one in the second semester, and take many classes with the older group
because

or

their high level of ability and generally fine scholastic achieve-

ments.
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The adult In"OUP consists of seventy-one students who are attending
graduate school in the evening division of a university.

They are majoring

in one or another phase of industrial relations, and are employed in business
during the day.

Only' one of this group is a woman.

The other twenty-three

subjects are enrolled in a class in psychology in the evening division of the
university.

Twelve of them are oompleting their undergraduate college work

and seventeen have oompleted college work and are continuing to attend classes
either as graduate students or as special stUdents.

They are employed during

the da)", and are students who are working in the field of education.
Each of the two groups was given three pencil and paper tests, group
administered, at one sitting.

The high school group was tested at one time,

as a large group of one hundred.

The adult group was tested as five smaller

sub-groups of fifteen .. thirty subjects in each.

All of the testing was done

by the experimenter.
Deductive reasoning ability was tested by the Eggert Test of Syllogistic
Reasoning.

This is a timed test consisting of thirty syllogisms, the con-

clusions of which are to be checked as True or False.

The score is the number

of correct answers.
Inductive reasoning was tested by the Loyola Induction Study", a number
completion test of sixty-two items, patterned after Test Six of the
Alpha.

A~

For purposes of this study it did not seem that the discrimination

between inductive and deduct! ve reasoning need be determined by fully standardized tests.

The one test is

pure~

recognized as a deductive process.

s,yllogistic reasoning, universally
The other is a liberal extension of a

subtest of the Army Alpha; it is entirely involved with discovering and
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generalizing fram particulars, the t.fpical description of the inductive process.

Both of these instruments show fairly consistent increments ot scores

at different age le-rels.
Adjustment.
Form

.u.

wa~

tested by the California Test of Personality, Adult,

Tbi s considers life adjustment in terms of the balance between

personal and soCial adjustment.
correct answers.

The test is scored by counting the number

ot

An item is answered oorreotly when all of the three missing

numbers in the series are correctly given.

The test is divided into two

sections, one of ninety i tem.s designed to measure personal securi t.y in terms
of six oomponents: self-reliance, sense

ot personal worth, sense of personal

freedom, feeling of belonging, freedom from withdrawing tendencies, and freedom trom nervous symptoms.

The seoond section also consists of ninety items,

these baTing to do wi th sooial adjustment in terms of sooial standards,
social skills, freedom from anti-social tendencies, family relations, occupational relatiOns, and community relations.

The test has been widely and

suocosfully used both in school and industrial counseling and plaoement
programs.

Because it provides measures of adjustment in a number of defined

and quantifiable areas, it seemed to be well sui ted to the purpose of the
study.

Raw scores of the number of "right If answers were used in the analysis

of the data, and total adjustment scores were used, i.e., the sum of Personal
Adjustment and Social Adjustment scores.

CRAFTER IV
ANUZSIS OF THE DATA.

Mean scores, standard deviations, and differences are listed tor both
groups in Table I.
Table I
MEANS, SD l s, AND DIl"FERENCES FOR TWO GROUPS ON TESTS

or

REA.SOKING ANO ADJUSTMENT

MFAI

DIFFERENCE

SD

Adult

US

Adult.

IS

'"

)7.62

4S.62

12.51

9.22

1.S,S.

,.121*

Syllogistio
Reason1.ng

12.48

16 •.31

5.07

S.41

1.1)4

,.241*

Califom1.a
Test of
PeraoDll.li..

146.24

1ll.1S

18.21

20.96

1.)26

,.4))

TEST

Loyola
Induction
St.udT

tm

Eggert

.. • p

< .01

The range of so ores for both groups on tests of the thought processes 1s.
TEST

Loyola I nduotion
study

GROUP

RA.NGE

Adult

1-60

IS

(Cont'd.)

40

27-62

41

TEST
Eggert Syllogistic
Reasoning

GROUP

RANGE

A.dult

0-28

lIS

3-)0

That the high school group scored higher than the adult group on both
of these tests may be explained by the faot that both induction and deduotion
are olosely related to intelligenoe, and, sinoe the high sohool group is said
to be very bright, it is to be expected that the,. would achieve high scores
on these two tests.

Moreover, it would appear that there is operating in the

adult group the phenomenon demonstrated by Wesohler and others that adult
scores on intelligence tests tend to decrease in number of points with
increasing age, indicating a decline of mental ability.

Despite this decrease

in terms of actual point measures and in actual intelleotual ability as such,

experience and wisdom or praotical ability may often replace the intelleotual
acumen that has been lost through what Weschler describes as "a falling off
of native ability."
Scores for both groups on the California Test of Personality shown in
Table 1 indioate a high degree of adjustment for both groups, and compare
tavorab17 with noms published by the authors of the test.

The range of

soores for both groups iSI
A.dult

9,-173

KS

49-111

Using a Pearson product moment oorrelation formula,
I~XY

v'1£1

2

- £.Xty

-

(iX)~

ItY

2

- (£.y)

2

h2
to measure the relationship between induotion and deduction, the following
coefficients were derived.
Group

Factors
Induction-Deduction

Adult

Difference

as

tr

.125

1.62)

Frem. this it is apparent that induction and deduction are two eeparate
ment&l abilities as measUl"ed by the tests used in this stueV'.

That the

relationShip is positive may be ,6xplained by the fact that they are both
aspects ot a common general ability, intellirence, as reported in some of the
basic research cited in Chapters I and

n.

'l'bat induction correlates less

with deduction in the younger group than in the adult group may be explained

in tb:1. wayt

Deduction as measured in tests of intellifl'ence is recognized as

an ability which develops with increasing 8.R;e, possibly reaching a peak at
about twenty years.
~,xperience

Hence it is not surprising that in the younger group

rather than high level reasoning is the means by which they arrive

at solutions to their problans.

This lower correlation, however, is not a

contradiction of the fact that they achieved high scores on the two reasoning
testst

since induction and deduction are cloaeq related to intellir,;ence we

lIl&7 expect that when younger subjects are tested on these &bill ties their
scores will be widely scattered as is the case when intelligence test scores

are plotted for younr-er subjects. While there is a real tendency for this
scatter among scores ot younger subjects, scores on intelligenoe tests for

adults tend to cluster and to be less Widely dispersed.

The findings of t1118

phase ot this study may be interpreted in the light of Ar..stasi and Foleyts

study wherein they thoroughly investigated and present for comparison the
theories and supporting research about the growth and decline of intell1-

genee.

1

With regard to the relationship of these factors in the adult group, it
is possible that the greater relationship expressed by the larger coefficient
is descriptive of the fact that it is difficult to separate induction fram
deduction in the full and oomplete sense; that, as Johnson has suggested, in
every deduction there is an element of induction and vice versa,

"we test

for the cogttl ti ve pattern by asking the subject to use it in a particular way,
by the deductive process.

In reverse, problems that are called syllogisms

always include an induotive step because the particulars of any problem have
to be organized before any conclusions can be produced".

2

It is possible

that the relationship of these two thought processes in the adult group is
greater because the mature, normal, stable adult is said to be one who is
capable of solving problems through the utilization both of his experience
and ot his higher reasoning faculties.

At any rate, because of what is

alread1' known through factor analysis studies of intelligence, it seems
reasonable to interpret the higher correlation in the adult group as being
the result of greater maturity and age rather than as low valid! ty of the
reasoning tests when used at higher age levels.

1
Anastasi, Anne, and. Folql_ John P., Jr., Differential Psy;chologz,
Revised Edition, New York, MacMillan CompaIl1, 19L9.
2

Johnson, op. cit.

Proceeding from this anal¥sis it should be possible to ana:qze the
relationship of these two separate thought processes as they relate to
personal adjustment, the major purpose of this study.
Correlation of adjustment scores with induction are
Adult

.081

HS

.037

Difference
tr
.280
It would appear from this that both groups are using experience as a
means of solving problems, arriving at a satisfactory adjustment in life so
far, though neither of the coefficients is significant.
Correlations computed for .cores on deduction and adjustment yielded
these coefficients:
.dult

.229

HS

.0,8

Difference
tr
1.212
The•• show a more significant relationship for both groups than induction and adjustment.

In the case of the older group, it would seem to

indioate that normal adults in problem solving situations are more apt to
reason toward solutions, using experience to a lesser degree.

The high

school subjects, however, seem to be using experience in problem solving
situations, although its relationship to adjustment for this group is not
significant.

4,
These data can also be interpreted as indicating that deduction is more
closely related to good adjustment than induction which showed relatively low
correlations with adjustment for both the adult and high school subjects.

It

also illustrates the contention or many research workers in ps.ychiatr,y that
the normal person is more likely to show resiliency in his use of his higher
mental powers than is one who is seriously disturbed.

'Where there is good

adjustment normal adults seem more able and more inclined to rea.son to solutions to problems, which is, after all, one of the desirable goals of selfknowledge and one of the outcomes of successful

p~ohotheraP.f.

CHAPI'gn.

v

SUNN.A.HY AND CONCLUSIONS
It was suspected that the two tests, the one predominantly of inductive
ability, the other predominently of deductive or speculative a.bility, would
be related to

~.djustrnent

these two phases

in dj-.f'ferent ways.

It

lomB

also hypothesized that

of intelligence, inductions (or reasoning from a series of

experiences lil<:e a number series) and deduction (or speculating about the
conclusions of syllogisms on the basis of logical princi.p1es), would be used
by children d1.f'ferently than by adults.

Hence, the degree to which :!nduction

scores correlated With total adjustment would be different from the degree
to which deduction scores correlated wi.til total adjustment.

'.this hypothesis was con.f'lrmed in the case of adults but not of younger
persons.

The correlation between adult deduction and adjustr1lent was .229,

s1,gnificant at the

.05 level of confidence. The correlation for adult induc-

tion and adjustment was .Oel, not sign1fj,cant even at the .10 level of confidence.

All of the correlations between adjustment ard inductive or deductive

ability of the high school group were statistica.l.ly insignificant.
Thus, adults

apparent~

differ from younger persons in the sense that

for them the deducti va processes at least seem to be more related to adjustment than are the inductive processes.
enough to justify predictions

However, the correlation is not high

it only indicates group trends.
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The performance of both groups was analyzed by correlating the reasoning

test scores with adjustment scores canputed for each of the two major parts
of the Off, Personal Adjustment and Social Adjustment.
Correlations were also computed from adjustment scores derived fram combining the scores of Sections lA and lB (Self-Reliance and Sense of Personal
Worth); and scores of Sections 2A and 2B (Social standards and Sooial Skills).
Table II shows the correlations between Deduction and the seTeral
adjustment scores for both groups ..
Table II
CORREIATIONS BETWEEN DEDUCTION AND ADJUSTMENT
SCORES FOR TWO GROUPS

Group
Adult

Tests
Deduction and. Total Adjustment

.229

Deduction and Personal Adjustment

•i l l

Deduction and Social Adjustment

.2SS

Deduotion and OTP, Sections U and 1B

.128

Deduction and OTP, Sections 2A and 2B

.201

(r. Induotion and Deduction

I.S.

1"

= .34.3)

Deduotion and Total Adjustment

.0,8

Deduotion and Personal Adjustment

.046

Deduotion and Sooial Adjustment

.1)8

Deduotion and CfF, Sections lA and 18

-.016

Deduotion and eTP, Seotions 2A and 2B
(I". Induction and Deduotion = .12,)

-.012
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Table III shm."'S the correlations between Induction and the s .....ral

adjustment. scores for bot.h groups.
Table In
CORRttATJONS SM'WEEN INDUCTION AND ADJUSTM1(N'I'
SCORES FOR TWO GROUPS

Group
Adult

Induction and Total Adjustment.

.OB1

Induction and Personal Adjustmenw

.101

I ndu.ction and Sooial Adjustment

.063

Induction and OTP, Sections lA and lB

.OSt

I nductJ..on and

H.S.

r

Tests

cn,

sections 2A am 2B

-.001

Induction and Total Adjustment.

.031

Induct.ion and Personal Adjustment

.062

Induction and Social Adjustment

.001

InducUon and CTP, Sections

and lB

.090

I nduction and CTP, Sections 2A and 2B

.061

]A

From these data it 1s clear again that the onl,y oategory of correlation

approaching significance is that. between adult deduction and some phases or

adjustment.

It seems that the items dealing with sooial adjustment have the

strongest relationship to deduction. This correlation is significant at the
.01 le.,.l of oonfidence.
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APPENDIX I
SPECIMEN TESTS
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LOYOLA INDUCTION STUDY
Name

--------------------------- Date ------

Student at ____________________________________
Highest year of school completed (circle one)

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

What is your favorite study or your major
field?

-----.----TIJSTRUCTIONS

This is not an intelligence test.
It is part
of a study of how people make discoveries.
There arc s6me easy examples below.
Please
read each row of fIgures and then write in
the three blank spaces at the end of each row
thu numbors that should follow.

2

4

6

8

10

12

9

8

7

6

5

4

1

7

2

7

3

7

2

2

3

3

4

4

N.B.

Please do not turn this page until you
aretold to do so.

Copyright 1958, by Loyola Uni versi ty, Chicago
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INSTRUCTIONS TO EXAMINEES:
This booklet contains some questions which can be answered YES or NO. Your
answers will show what you usually think, how you usually feel, or what you
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DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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6

5

4

3

2
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INSTRUCTIONS TO EXAMINEES
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
You are to decide for each question whether the answer is YES or NO and mark it as you are told. The following
are two sample questions:
SAMPLES

A.
B.

Do you have a dog at home? YES NO
Can you drive a car?

YES NO

DIRECTIONS FOR MARKING ANSWERS
ON ANSWER SHEETS
Make a heavy black mark under the word YES or NO,
whichever shows your answer. If you have a dog at
home but cannot drive a car, you would mark the
answer sheet this way:
YES

A
B

I
..

ON TEST BOOKLETS
Draw a circle around the word YES or NO, whichever
shows your answer. If you have a dog at home, draw
a circle around the word YES in Sample A above; if
not, draw a circle around the word NO. Do it now.

NO

..

1

Mark under the word that shows your answer.
Find answer row number 1 on your answer sheet.
Now wait until the examiner tells you to begin.

If you can drive a car, draw a circle around the word
YES in Sample B above; if not, draw a circle around
the word NO. Do it now.
Now wait until the examiner tells you to begin.

After the examiner tells you to begin, go right on from one page to another until you have finished the test or are
told to stop. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes. Now look at item 1 on page 3.

Page 2
C,TP-A-AA

SECTION 1 B

SECTION 1 A

1. Is it easy for you to turn down
unreasonable requests?
YES NO
2. Do you prefer competition of
some kind to working alone?
YES NO
3. Are you easily irritated when
people argue with you?
YES NO
4. Do you usually carry out your
plans in spite of opposition?
YES NO
5. Do you usually get upset when
YES NO
things go wrong?
6. Is it easy for you to introduce

or be introduced to people?

YES NO

7. Is it hard for you to go on with
your work if you are not encouraged?
YES NO

16. Are you given adequate credit
for your ability to deal with
people successfully?
YES NO
17. Do you feel that you are not
very good at handling money? YES NO
18. Do you find it hard to get
people to accept your ideas?
YES NO
19. Do most of your friends have
confidence in your ability?
YES NO
20. Are you often invited to social
affairs?
YES NO
21. Do your superiors pay as much
attention to you as you deserve? YES NO
22. Do you have opportunity to
show your true .ability?
YES NO

8. Are you willing to tell your
friends when you strongly disYES NO
approve of their actions?

23. Do people usually ask for your
judgment in important matters? YES NO

9. Is it hard for you to admit
YES NO
when you are wrong?

24. Do people seem to enjoy having
you as a guest or going places
YES NO
with you?

10. Is it easier to do things that
your friends propose than to
YES NO
make your own plans?

25. Do your friends seem to think
that you have made the success
YES NO
of which you are capable?

11. Do you feel uncomfortable when
you are alone with important YES NO
people?

26. Are you considered mediocre in
YES NO
many of the things you do?

12. When you have a real grievance,
do you usually see that it is
YES NO
settled?

27. Even when you show good judgment, do you often fail to reYES NO
ceive proper credit?

13. Can you work alone as well as
with others?
YES NO

28. Are you considered unusually
capable or courageous?
YES NO

14. Do you feel at ease when talking
to members of the opposite sex
YtS NO
whom you do not know well?

29. Do most of your friends go out
of their way to help you?
YES NO

15. Does it discourage you when
people do not appreciate you? YES NO

30. Do a number of people depend
on you for advice and guidance? YES NO
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31. Do you have enough time for
recreation?
YES NO

46. Are you invited to groups In
which both men and women are
YES NO
present?

32. Do you have to do what other
people decide most of the time? YES NO
33. Do you have enough spending
YES NO
money?
34. Does your family object because
you spend too much time with
outside friends?
YES NO
35. Are you prevented from managing your own work or career
YES NO
as you wish?
36. Do you feel that you can say
what you believe about things? YES NO
37. Do you feel that you can do
what you wish as often as your
friends can?
YES NO
38. Would you be happier if someone else did not have so much
authority over you?
YES NO
39. Are you at liberty to do about
as you please during your spare
time?
YES NO
40. Does your family object to some
YES NO
of your close friends?
41. Are you usually prevented from
attending the clubs or affairs
that you like?
YES NO
42. Do you have the opportunity
to associate with your friends
YES NO
as much as you like?
43. Are you often criticized for
things that do not amount to
much?
YES NO
44. Do your responsibilities keep
you "tied down" too much?
YES NO
45. Are you troubled by the fact
that economic conditions restrict
your freedom?
YES NO
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47. Have you found it almost impossible to take your friends into
your confidence?
YES NO
48. Do you feel that your relatives
are as attractive and successful
as those of your friends?
YES NO
49. Do your friends and acquaintances seem to have a better time
in their homes than you do?
YES NO
50. Have you been invited to join as
many organizations as you deserve?
YES NO
51. Have you often wished that you
were a member of a different
YES NO
family or group?
52. Are you regarded as being as
healthy and strong as most of
your friends?
YES NO
53. Do your friends seem to rate
you as high socially as they
should?
YES NO
54. Have you found it difficult to
make as many friends as you
wish?
YES NO
55. Are you liked well enough so
that you feel secure socially?
YES NO
56. Do you feel that you are an important member of some organization?
57. Do you have enough friends to
make you feel· happy?
58. Do your friends ask your advice as often as they should?
59. Have you often felt that some
people were working against
you?
60. Do you usually feel at ease
when both men and women are
present?

GO
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61. Are certain people so unreason. able that you hate them?
YES NO

76. Are you likely to stutter when
YES NO
you get worried or excited?

62. Do you find it more pleasant to
think about desired successes
than to work for them?
YES NO

77. Do your muscles twitch some
YES NO
of the time?

63. Do you find that many people
seem perfectly willing to take
advantage of you?
YES NO

78. Are conditions under which you
live so bad that they frequently
YES NO
make you nervous?

64. Do you have many financial
problems that cause you a great
deal of worry?
YES NO

79. Do you feel inclined to tremble
YES NO
when you are afraid?

65. Do you find it hard to meet
people at social affairs?
YES NO

80. Even though you can conceal it,
do you frequently feel irritable? YES NO

66. Are your responsibilities and
problems often such that you
cannot help but get discouraged? YES NO

81. Do you often suffer from annoyYES NO
ing eye strain?

67. Do you often feel lonesome even
YES NO
when you are with people?

82. Is it hard for you to sit still?

68. Are conditions frequently so bad
that you find it hard to keep
YES NO
from feeling depressed?

83. Are you more restless than most
YES NO
people?

69. Do you prefer to be alone rather
than to have close friendships
with many of the people around
YES NO
you?
70. Would you rather stay away
from parties and social affairs? YES NO
71. Do you find it difficult to overcome the feeling that you are inferior to others in many respects? YES NO
72. Do you generally go out of your
way to avoid meeting someone
YES NO
you dislike?
73. Does it seem to you that younger people have an easier and
more enjoyable life than you do? YES NO
74. Are you as a rule shy when in the
presence of people you don't
YES NO
know?
75. Do you often feel depressed because you are not popular sociYES NO
ally?
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84. Are you frequently troubled by
YES NO
serious worries?
85. Do people frequently speak so
indistinctly that you have to ask
them to repeat their questions? YES NO
86. Do you frequently find that you
have read several sentences without realizing what they are
YES NO
about?
87. Do you find that you are tired
YES NO
a great deal of the time?
88. Do you often have considerable
YES NO
difficulty in going to sleep?
89. Do you suffer from attacks of
indigestion for which there is no
YES NO
apparent cause?
90. Do you have difficulty thinking
clearly when you get worried or
YES NO
excited?
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91. Are people sometimes justified
in disobeying the law when it
appears to be unfair?
YES NO

106. Do you find it easy to introduce
YES NO
people to each other?

92. Should one respect the personYES NO
alities of all foreigners?

107. Can you break away from a
social gathering easily?
YES NO

93. Is it necessary to be friendly
to new neighbors?
YES NO

lOS. Is it easy for you to talk with
people as soon as you meet
them?
YES NO

94. Is it wrong to avoid responsibility or work if you are not
required to do it?
YES NO

109. Is it hard for you to lead in enlivening a dull social affair?
YES NO

95. Should one be courteous to
people who are very disagreeable?
YES NO

110. Do you frequently find it necessary to interrupt a conversation?
YES NO

96. Should one be expected to fulfill a contract which he believes
YES NO
he should not have made?

111. Do you often go to some trouble
in order to be with your friends? YES NO

97. Is it dishonest to fail to pay a
railroad or bus fare if the opportunity presents itself?
YES NO

9S. Does finding an article gIve
people the right to keep or sell
it?
YES NO
99. Are there times when it is justifiable to borrow other people's
property without telling them? YES NO

100. Do people who persist in getting into trouble after proper
warning deserve sympathy?
YES NO

101. Is it right to humiliate publicly
those who show disrespect for
other people?
YES NO
102. Should one always be more
respectful to people of greater
wealth?
YES NO
103. Should a person be fair to disYES NO
agreeable people?
104. Is it always necessary to return
an article that has been found? YES NO
105. Are the beliefs of some people
so absurd that one is justified
YES NO
in denouncing these beliefs?
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112. Do you find it difficult to keep
from offending people occasionally?
YES NO
113. Do you often assist in planning
YES NO
social gatherings?
114. Do you habitually compliment
people when they do something.
YES NO
well?
115. Have you found that it does not
pay to be too dependable?
YES NO
116. Do you have many friends
rather than just a few?
YES NO
117. Do you attempt new games at
social affairs even when you
haven't played them before?
YES NO

lIS. Do you contribute to campaigns intended to give assistance to the needy?
YES NO
119. Do you find it hard to help
others have a good time at
social gatherings?
YES NO
120. Do you enjoy helping people
who are less fortunate than
you?
YES NO.
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CTION 2 C

121. Does!' younger generation
get so fresh with you that you
have to get even with them?
122. Do your friends attach so much
importance to money and
clothes that you have to take
some things to keep up appearances?
123. Are you often forced to show
some temper in order to get
what is coming to you?
124. Are many of your acquaintances so conceited that you find
it necessary to insult them?
125. Do you often have to insist that
your friends do things that they
don't care to do?
126. Do you find it easy to get out
of trouble by telling "white
lies"?
127. Do you have to assert yourself
more than others in order to
get recognition?
128. Do you believe that society
would be better off if people
were permitted to behave more
nearly as they please?
129. Have you found that using a
little force helps convince stubborn people?
130. Are your friends and associates
often so unfair that you do not
respect them?
131. Do people who leave their
houses or cars unlocked deserve
to have things stolen?
132. Does someone at home disturb
you so much that you find it
necessary to "squelch" them?
133. Have you found that getting
even is better than "taking it"
too much of the time?
134. Do you sometimes think that it
serves people right when their
property is damaged?
135. Have many people treated you
so unjustly that you are warranted in having a grudge
against them?
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YES NO

136. Is your family interested in becoming acquainted with your
problems?
YES
137. Do the members of your family
get along with each other as
YES NO
well as you would like?

YES NO

138. Does your family seem to believe that you are not thoughtful of them?
YES NO

YES NO

139. Are some members of your
family too extravagant?
YES NO

YES NO

140. Are things difficult for you because your family is usually
short of money?
YES NO

YES NO

141. Are you troubled because members of your family differ from
you regarding beliefs and standards?
YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

142. Are you troubled because some
members of your family do not
get along well together?
YES NO
143. Do you have better times somewhere else than where you live? YES NO

YES NO
YES NO
YES NO

144. Do you like the members of
your family about equally?
YES NO
145. Does your family appear to
think that you are as successYES NO
ful as you might be?

YES NO

146. Do members of your family
have as good times together as
YES NO
you wish?

YES NO

147. Do some of the members of
your family usually fail to return favors?
YES NO

YES NO
YES NO

YES NO

148. Do friends respect your rights
better than members of your
family do?
YES NO
149. Do members of your family like
to have you enjoy yourself?
YES NO
150. Do you avoid inviting people
to your home because it is not
as attractive as it should be? YES NO
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to mean miscellaneous duties and household
. ,,· . ..iiork as well as regular employment, If not employed at
,.' ~.;c': ll'esent, give your opinion on each question.)

166. Are you usually in favor or reducing all public expenses?
YES NO

YES NO

167. Do the churches in your neighborhood seem to meet the needs
YES NO
of the people?

YES NO

168. Are there many people in your
community who are unpopular? YES NO

YES NO

169. Do you feel that many fine
families live in your neighborYES NO
hood?

,w . ', , ,
151. Do you worry a lot about your
daily work?
152. Do you feel that most employers keep in mind the welfare
of their workers?
153. Would you be much happier if
you had more freedom in your
work?
154. Would you much rather do
some other kind of work than
the kind you are now doing?
155. Are you doing the kind of work
you like best?
156. Have you found that those in
authority tend to avoid you?
157. Do you feel that many employers are unfair in their methods
of making promotions?
158. Is it your belief that it is often
difficult to gain promotions on
the basis of merit?
159. Do you feel that the chances of
improving the conditions of
your work are good?
160. Do you feel that others could
make your work easier for you
if they cared to do so?

YES NO
YES NO
YES NO

YES NO

170. Do you often discuss community problems with people In
your neighborhood?
YES NO
171. Do you think your neighborhood would be better if more
people minded their own- ·business?
YES NO
172. Would you welcome most of
your neighbors into your home
YES NO
as friends and associates?

YES NO

173. Does your community do as
much for its people as you think
it should?
YES NO

YES NO

174. Do most of the people in your
community disagree with you
in political matters?
YES NO

YES NO

175. Is there too much neighborhood
YES NO
gossip in your community?

161. Would you rather work alone
than with others?
YES NO

176. Are political issues so involved
that you frequently do not vote? YES NO

162. Do you feel that those engaged
in work similar to yours really
like yOU?
YES NO

177. Do you feel that most women's
and men's clubs are of doubtful
value to their communities?
YES NO

163. Do those with whom you work
sometimes seem unreasonable
in their dealings with you?
YES NO

178. Do you feel that most of your
local public officials are honest
and efficient?
YES NO

164. Do you sometimes wonder
whether people approve of your
work?
YES NO

179. Do you feel it is worth-while to
spend time in· improving your
community?
YES NO

165. Do you have too small a share
in deciding matters which affect
your work?
YES NO

180. Do you feel that many local
business men do not merit your
patronage?
YES NO
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Therefore, every A is B.

DIRECTIONS:
You will be given
shown below.

Q

number of short paragraphs similar to the examples

Each paragraph consists of two statements and a conclusion.

The truth of the conclusion depends upon the first two statements.

Your

problem is to decide whether the conclusion i8 true or false.

EXAMPLE :

Every C is B.
Every A is C.

Therefore, every A is B.

In the above example, the conclusion that every A is B is true, for
it follows from the first two statements.

ANOTHER EXAMPLE:

Every C is B.
Every A is C.

Therefore, Bome A 1s not Bo

In this example, the conclusion is false, for it does not follow from
the preceding statements.

Mark your answers on the Answer Sheet.

If you think the conclusion

is true, make a circle around the letter T.

If you think the conclusion

is false, make a circle around the letter F.

Answer each one carefully.

Be sure not to sltip any.

as you can without making mistakes.

DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL THE SIGNAL IS GIVEN.

Worlt as rapidly

1. Every C 18 B.
Every

A i8 C.

Therefore p no A 1s B.
2.

No B is C.

Some A is C.

Therefore, some A 18 not B.
3.

No C is Do

Some C is A.

Therefore, every A 1s Do

4.

Every B is C.
Some A is not C.

Therefore, some A 18 not B.
5.

No B 1s C.
Some A is Co

Therefore, every A 18 B.
6.

No C is D.
Some Ii. is C.

Therefore s no A is B ,.
7.

NoBbC.

Every A is Co
Therefore, no A i8 B.

8.

Every C is B.
Every A iE' C.
Therefore, some A 1s B.

9.

No C 1s B.

Every C is A.
Therefore, every A 18 B.
10.

No C is B.
Some A 1& C.

Therefore, every A 1s B.

11.

~veLY

B i8 Co

Sorile A b

not C.,

Therefore, every A is B.
12.

No C is IL
Some C is Ao

Therefore, some A is not B.
13.

Some C is not B.

Every C is

A~

Therefore, some A 18 not Bc
14.

Every C is B.
Some A is C.

Therefore, no A is B.
15.

Every C is B.
Some C is A.
Therefore, some A is B,

16.

Every C is B,·
Some C :is Ac

Therefore, no A i8 B.
17 "

Some

C

is

B0

Every C is A.
Therefore, some A is B.
18.

Every B is C.
No A is C<

Therefore, some A 1s Do
19.

No C is B.
Every A is C.

Thp.reiore, some A is not B.
20.

No C i3

n.

Every C 18 A.
Therefore, some A 10 not B.

2L

E~,~~y

SWlt'!

C La B
A h

Co

Thel'ofore, some A i8 B,
22,

No C is n.
Every A. i8 C.
Therefore, some A is 8.

230

Every D

i~

Co

No A 15 Cr.

Therefore. no A ia B.

24.

Every C is B.
Every C

is

A.

Therefore, aome A ia I.
25.

Some C is B<

Every C i8 Ao
Therefore, no A 1. 8.
26.

Some C 1s not Bo
Every C ia A.
Therefore, every A is Bo

27.

Every C is B,
Every C

is A,

Therefore, no A ia B.

28,

No B is C.
Every A ie C.
Therefore, aome A i& B.

29..

No C is Do

£very A 16 C,
·L'h::t~'(~.rot'~,

30'

ev~ry

A is B..

No C is !L

.,'

Every A ia Co
Therefore, no A is B.
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